Assuming that the energy dissipation decreases inversely with distance from the crack tip, the increase in steady-state toughness of a transformation-toughened ceramic is esti- 
I. Introduction
H E toughness of certain ceramics can be increased, some-T times by an order of magnitude, by transformation plasticity at the crack tip.' In zirconia-containing ceramics, the transformable entity is either a dispersed phase embedded in an inert matrix, such as in magnesia-partially-stabilized zirconia (Mg-PSZ)' and zirconia-toughcncd alumina (ZTA),' or the matrix itself, such as in ceria-doped tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (Ce-TZP).' In crystallographic terms, the transformation is from a metastable tetragonal symmetry to a stable monoclinic symmetry, and involves a dilatational strain of about 4% and a shear strain of about 16%.4 When the transformation is triggered by a crack-tip stress field, energy is consumed through the mechanical work that couples the stress and the transformation strain,' even though the transformation itself liberates energy. An increase in the work of fracture is a natural consequence of the process.
This toughening effect can be modeled in two ways. In the first approach, the stress-shielding effect at the crack tip due to the residual strain fields which develop following transformation is computed using linear elastic fracture mechanics. This method was initially proposed by McMeeking and Evans.' Although their original model takes into account only the dilational part of thc transformation strain, assumed A . G . Evans-contributing editor Manuscript No. 197380 . Received July 20, 1990; approved June 20, lY91. Supported hy t h e National Science Foundation under G r a n t N o .
*Member, American Ceramic Society. to be uniform within the transformation zone, the method is rigorous and can be extended to allow for shear component and partial transformation.'.' To do this accurately, however, the model rcquires a detailed knowledge of strain distribution in the frontal and wake zones surrounding a growing crack. For ceramics, unfortunately, any experimental measurement of crack-tip strains in plane strain fracture seems exceedingly difficult to obtain; thus, a self-consistent method for the determination of these strains needs to be devised in the model. The second approach is to directly estimate the energy dissipation due to transformation that occurs as the crack advances. This energy dissipation, in general, consists of contributions from residual strains in the wake, plastic work expended near the crack tip, and the energy of free surfaces created by the crack-tip stresses. Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropolous' have performed these calculations rigorously for a series of dilatationally transforming materials with different strain hardcning or softening. Further comparison of these two approaches has been madc by Marshall et ul.' and most comprehensively by Rose."' In the present work, we attempt to extend the second approach t o shear dilatant transformation, using an approximation proposed by Evans, Ahmad, Gilbert, and Beaumont." A main motivation of our effort is to take advantage of the experimental knowledge of the continuum stress-strain curves of Mg-PSZ and Ce-TZP. Chen and co-workersi2-" have described these data using a Mohr-Coulomb type of yield criterion that contains two stress invariants, i s . , the hydrostatic stress and the deviatoric stress. They found that the dilatation and the deviatoric components of the transformation strains approximately satisfy the so-called normality condition consistent with the yield criterion." Based on these observations and the theory of classical plasticity, '',Ix a complete set of multiaxial stress-strain relations can be formulated accordingly."' It is then feasible to rigorously determine the crack-tip fields of transformation-toughened materials if certain assumptions on unloading paths are made. In principle, therefore, the energy dissipation during crack growth in a shear-dilatant material can be computed.
The rigorous execution of the above procedure in analytic form is extremely difficult because of the mathematical complexity of the crack-growth (Rigorous analytic solution for the crack-growth problem is only known for a very few cases.) For this reason, we have adopted the approximate method proposed by Evans, Ahmad, Gilbert, and Beaumont " for a similar problem of quantifying toughening enhancement due to rubber dilatation in polymers. In this method, the asymptotic stress-strain field at the tip of a stutionary crack (the so-called Hutchinson-Rice-Rosengren (HRR) field '"-?' ) is used to evaluate the plastic work expended in the crack-tip process zone during loading. If we further ignore the contribution from residual clastic strains in the wake, and assume that thc energy of free surfaces created by the crack-tip stresses is the same as in untoughened ceramics, then the toughne increment can be approximately estimated. This approach taken in the present work.
As preliminaries, we have recently performed elasticplastic finite-element analysis of the stationary crack-tip field using the above shear-dilatant stress-strain relations. These results:' to be reported elsewhere, confirm the existence of an HRR-type of singular field near the crack tip. With the appropriate stress-strain relations, these results also reproduced the plastic zones similar in shape to the ones observed in Mg-PSZX and Ce-TZP.'" These findings have provided us some confidence in the constitutive laws adopted.
As a guide to the various cases discussed in our analysis, we introduce the following classification of transformation plasticity. A transformation can be considered as dilatational or shear-dilatant depending on the dominant nature of transformation strain.'* It can be distinguished as supercritical or subcritical depending on the extent of strain softening or hardening.s Lastly, it can be differentiated as weak or strong depending on the relative magnitude of yield strain and transformation strain in the stress-strain
The major new findings of the present work are concerned with strong, subcritical, and shear-dilatant transformations.
Model of Transformation 1

Constitutive Relations
T h e constitutive relations for transformable ceramics were first formulated by Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos? Their model pertains to dilatational transformation only. The case of shear-dilatant transformation^'^-'^." is reviewed below for later reference. The material is assumed to be isotropic at all stages of deformation and its stressstrain behavior is assumed to follow a power law. The normality flow rule is obeyed. T h e symbols u and F are used to denote stress and strain, respectively.
(1) Dilatational Transformation
This case is reviewed first for comparison. The deformation is assumed to be dilatational only and is dictated by the mean stress u, = mean stress = akk/3
(1)
If a power law is assumed for the stress-strain curve, we can write
where and the other symbols are material constants. Without loss of generality, we may let 
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where B can be designated as the bulk modulus. In this way, we may identify uo with the yield stress and 8, the yield strain, both in dilatation.
(2) Shear-Dilatant Transformation We define a generalized effective shear stress (7') as (5)
where T = effective shear stress = Vb,, -urn&,) (u,, -u,6,,) 
In Eq. (9, the material constant p measures the pressure sensitivity of yielding. The stress-strain relation is expressed as
where and the undefincd symbols are again material constants. This is essentially a Mohr-Coulomb type of yielding generalized for the case of strain hardening. Without loss of generality, we may let
with G designated as the shear modulus. In this way, we may identify with the yield stress and yo the yield strain, both in shear.
To obey the normality condition, dilatational and shear strains must satisfy Ern = WYe (10) T h e corresponding relation for the yieId strcsscs in purc dilatation, (T", and pure shear, r 0 , can be obtained by referring to Eq. (5):
T h e complete relations between multiaxial stresses and strains were obtained elsewhere" and are omitted here. Values of p for zirconia-containing ceramics are determined from their yield loci, shown in Fig. 1 for Mg-PSZ and reciprocal slope then is -p . Expcrimental methods for obtaining these data are described elsewhere.'*,"," From Figs. 1 and 2, we find that p = 0.55 for Mg-PSZ and p = 0.77 for Cc-TZP. Thesc valucs are considerably higher than the ratio computed using Eq. (10) if crystallographic strains (E,,, = 0.04 and y c = 0.16) are adopted, which would have given p = 0.25. (This implies that approximately 58% (Mg-PSZ) to 68% (Ce-TZP) of the crystallographic shear has been neutralized, by self-accommodation, during transformation under an cxternal stress.) Both p and yield strcsscs should be regarded as materials properties dependent on composition and microstructure.
(3) Stress-Strain Curves
The stress-strain curves in compression, with a superimposed hydrostatic pressure, are shown in Fig. 3 for Mg-PSZ and in Fig. 4 for Ce-TZP to illustrate some general features of transformation plasticity." Experimental methods for obtaining these data are described Both dilatational and shear strain are present and the strain hardening is dependent on the material and test condition. McMceking and Evans' were the first who envisioned a stress-strain curve of a shape similar to the ones shown here. Their stress-strain curve, schematically redrawn in Fig. 5 for dilatational transformation, consists of three stages. The first stage is linear elastic, without transformation. The second stage is relatively flat with a characteristic stress at which transformation proceeds. The third stage is again elastic, with transformation strains exhausted. The experimentally observed stress-strain curves, Figs. 3 and 4, can be similarly interpreted. In particular, the third stage may be approximated as linear elastic having the same elastic modulus as that of the untransforrned material; i.e., the slope of the third stage is idealized as the same as the first stage. To make contact with the constitutive relations introduced previously, we also "smooth out" the initial linear elastic portion and the middle plastic portion, and fit them by a single power-law relation. When the stressstrain curves of Figs. 3 and 4 are represented in this way, we find a typical value for n in Mg-PSZ of about 10, while that for Ce-TZP essentially is infinity.
In the above representation, the strains in the constitutive relations refer to total strains, including elastic contributions. Straining below E , and y. is thus elastic. A limiting strain can be defined by referring to the end of the second stage in Fig. 5, s; , which is related to the permanent transformation strain, s:, by (12)
A similar definition applies for shear-dilatant transformation:
Because of Eq. (lo), we may relate these strains by
Referring to these limiting strains, Budiansky et aZ.s, 3" have introduccd a dimensionless constant to indicate the strength of transformation. This constant is expressed as the ratio of limiting transformation strain to yield strain, i.e., w , = E ; / E~, = BE;/U,
(15) (16) in dilatational transformation, and in shear-dilatant transformation. The case of weak transformation corresponds to < < 1. Conversely, the case of strong transformation corresponds to w , ,~ > > 1.
Although the values of saturation strains are sensitive to the microstructure and the driving force, and must be regarded as materials constants, s: can be directly measured by analyzing the phase content on the fracture surface. Then, with the aid of Eq. (14), y: can be determined.
(4) Plastic Work
We now establish the formal analogy between the mechanics of dilatational transformation and that of shear-dilatant transformation for the applications sought later. In addition to the constitutive relations formulated above, the plastic work in these transformations, during proportional loading, is cxamined. (The assumption of proportional loading is valid for a stationary crack but not for a growing crack.) Referring to Fig. 5 , the maximum plastic work dissipated by transformation plasticity, when the limiting transformation strain is reached, is shown as the shaded area under the stress-strain curve. Dissipation attains a maximum in this case. In the next section, dissipation of this type will be considered as the source of toughness.
The dissipation energy density, U, over a proportional loading path can be computed by
I for dilatational transformation. For shear-dilatant transformation, the following form applies to proportional loading:
compression with a superimposed hydrostatic pressure. cornpression with a superimposed hydrostatic pressure. Stress-strain curves of a Ce-TZP deformed in uniaxial Equation (18) can be reduced, by noting the relations between B, and yc (Eq. (10) ) and between T , am, and T , (Eq. (5)), to a simple form,
I which is analogous to Eq. (17).
A complete analogy between dilatational transformation and shear-dilatant transformation exists in proportional loading, which can bc summarized by the following formal correspondence: Oo,&~,Eo,&;m,wm,B} {T~,T",Y~,Y~,Y:,~,,G) (20) Therefore, the analysis of crack-tip fields and energy dissipation is formally identical for both types of transformation. In the following, we will take advantage of this analogy to write parallel results for dilatational and shear-dilatant transformation.
Analysis of Toughening
In steady-state, quasi-static crack growth, a continuous transformation zone of a constant height encircles the crack tip and the fractured surfaces in its wake. The height of the transformation zone is denoted ash,. Since we also envision a second elastic loading stage following transformation (see 111 of Fig. 5 ) , there should be a corresponding inner zone within which the transformation strain has saturated. The height of this inner zone is dcnoted as hi. The transformation strain in the transitional zone in between is bounded by 0 at h , and E: (y:) at h , ; i.e., the transformation may be partially completed. A schematic illustrating these zones is shown in Fig. 6 . The energy change expericnced by a volume elemcnt at a height y from the crack plane as it translates from x = M to x = -m dictates the contribution of the strip dy to the toughness. An energy balance relation for the steady-statc crackgrowth problem is'.72
where J is the J-integral, which is a loading paramctcr driving the crack, and U(y) is the energy dissipation associated with the volume element as it undergoes the loading-unloading cycle. Later, we will let Eqs. Although a rigorous analysis of toughening requircs the solution to the growing crack problem, the approximate method of Evans et ai." can be adopted to arrivc at an approximate solution by appealing to the stationary crack-tip H R R solu- 
where the logarithmic dependence on h,/h, results from the inverse radial distance dependence of U in H R R solutions. This is the toughening contribution due to transformation plasticity. Equation (22) can be exprcssed in a more explicit form in terms of materials parameters by noting the following relations from the Appendix:
Inserting thcsc relations into Eq. (22), we obtain
Note that the second term of thc argument of the logarithmic functions is precisely the dimensionless constant w , (oc) introduced previously.
In the limiting case of weak transformation, Eqs. (2.5) and (26) can be reduced to the following, by Taylor's expansion of the logarithmic function:
A J , = 2 h , , ~, y z (28) where the subscript o is introduced to denote the toughness increment in the weak transformation limit. Equation (27) is the same as that obtained by Budiansky et al.' for the dilatational transformation using a rigorous energy integration. Equation (28) has been obtained by Chen and Reycs-Morel previously Is for shear-dilatant transformation. The logarithmic form of the toughness equations dictates that the toughness increase for strong transformation is not proportional to the strength of transformation, w , or w,, as for wcak transformation. This can be understood by comparing h,, and h , in the two cases. For wcak transformation, Eqs. (23) and (24) show that h , approaches h,, in the same limit. Thus, the transitional zone vanishes and the transformation is saturated in the entire plastic zone. There is no difference between subcritical and supcrcritical transformation in this case. (The same point was observed by Budiansky et al. ' in their analysis, as will be discusscd later in conjunction with Fig. 7.) On the othcr hand, for strong transformation, h , << h,; i.e., a large transitional zone is present. Since the transformation strain in the transitional zone is constrained, by mechanical considcrations, to vary almost inversely with r, the resultant toughening contribution is correspondingly smaller.
The above results can be recapitulated succinctly in the following form by rewriting Eqs. (25) and (26) (27) and (28):
Journal of the American Cesamic Society No. 10 Here w is a nondimensional constant denoting w , or w,, and A J , is the toughness increment which would be expected, assuming full transformation throughout the zone. In the same notation, the full transformation zone height h , and the partial transformation zone height h,, arc related to each other by
IV. Stress Intensity Factor and Comparison with Numerical Results
We procccd to estimate the crack-tip stress intensity factor by exploiting the equivalence of J and K in small-scale yielding and compare it with the numerical results in the literaturc. The relations to be used in this exercise are standard:
where K is the stress intensity factor, E' = E in plane stress, and E' = E/(1 -u ' ) in plane strain ( E is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio), and
where KllP is designated to be the same as the strcss intcnsity factor without transformation. We also let
Lastly, by noting the strain cquations in the Appendix, we may write The interpretation of these results is that the stress intensity at the crack tip is reduced by the transformation, i.e., cracktip-shielding results. We postpone thc discussion of how a , and a, should be evaluated until later. Here, we simply usc the result a , = 0.077645, known from the prcvious work on dilatant transformation,' to examine the prcdiction of Eq. (35). Let v = 0.3, and note that B = E/3 (1 -2u) ; the ratio K,,,/K according to Eq. (35) can be plotted versus w , in Fig. 7 . For corn arison, the results obtained by Amazigo and Budiansky') for a supercritically transforming material (i.e., full transformation within h,,), and by Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos5 for a nonhardening (i.e., n = m), subcritically transforming material, are also shown. Since the present calculation envisions partial transformation within the transitional zone, it should bc compared with the subcritical results of Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos.' Throughout thc range of om (from 0 to 7 ) , as investigated by Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos, thc numerical results, which are rigorous, are in close agreement with ours, which involves approximations in using the stationary crack solution. In comparison, the supercritical results of Amazigo and Budiansky'" show a much stronger toughening effect at large w , because full transformation within h , is attained in their solution.
We note that all the curves in Fig. 7 show the same initial slope (i.e., in thc casc of weak transformation). This confirms our previous assertion that the distinction between supercritical and subcritical transformation is irrelevant in this limit because the transitional zone has been squeezed out. In the same limit, Eqs. (35) and (36) reduce to
K,,,/K = 1 -C Y , ( E ' / G )~, AK = y T E ' a
Equations (37) 
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In the other extreme, of strong transformation, the following limiting relations can be shown to hold:
(40) Note that, although the same scaling relation between transformation strain, elastic modulus, <, and AK still are valid as before, the proportionality constant in Eqs. (39) and (40) is much different. That is, for the same h,>, AK is much smaller for strong transformation than that predicted for weak transformation. This point has been experimentally verified.'"*'
V. Comparison with Experimental Results
(1) Weak Transformation
There is no distinction between models of subcritical and supercritical transformation in this limit because h , and h , approach each other. Therefore, the main issue here is the comparison of predictions for dilatational transformation and for shear-dilatant transformation. Since it has been elucidated by several investigators previously,I2,"," we will simply recast the results in the prcsent form.
When transformation strains are very small, the crack-tip fields are, to a good approximation, the same as those givcn by linear elastic solutions. In the case of dilatational transformation, the transformation zone in plane strain is described by The transformation zone in shear-dilatant transformation is delineated by I;
We have evaluated O* and ac for p ranging from 0 to 1. These results are plotted in Fig. 8 If we let p = l/a (representative of Mg-PSZ) and v = 0.3, we find the maximum height at 8" = 78.6" and aL = 0.12888. With the same p , and noting that E: = py: , we find from Eq. (38) in plane strain that
These results have been previously obtained by Chen and Reyes-Morel" by evaluating thc energy integral, assuming full transformation and no hardening. Equation (45) predicts a stronger toughening effect than does Eq. (43) because both shear and dilatational dissipations havc been taken into account. This can also be appreciated by noting that the shear-dilatant transformation zone is much larger than the dilatational transformation zone, for the same reference yield stresses.'* To the extent that the material constants ( p and v) are correct, the prediction should be valid in the limit of weak transformation. Data of toughness enhancement in zirconia ceramics have been compiled by Evans and Cannon3? and are rcplotted in Fig. 9 . The two predictions given by Eqs. (43) and (45) 7.77 x M P a . m , representing about a 10-fold increase in fracture energy. The computcd stress intensity factor is K = 13.7 MPa . m"', which is in reasonable agreement with the reported data. As a check of self-consistency, w e infer from Eq. (35) that a , = 0.056 (with the values of K!,,,w,, K , and K,,, given above) and compare it directly with the zone size versus K relationship of the form given by Eq. (34) as reported by Yu and Shetty (Fig. 6 of their paper) ," which gives a , = 0.060. The agreement is satisfactory.
Several investigators have found that the prediction of the weak-transformation model, Eqs. (43) and (45), using the zone height data, overestimates A K by a factor of 2 to 6 for Ce-TZP.'3.2' This is understandable if we recall that, for very large values of w , , the dependence of toughncss on a is much weaker than the weak-transformation model would predict (compare Eqs. (39) and (40) and Eqs. (37) and (38)).
(3) Strong Transformation in Mg-PSZ
Marshall et ul.' have measured the amount of transformation ncar the crack tip of a Mg-PSZ, which has been aged to a very high toughness, K = 16 MPa. m"?. The measured profile of transformation resembles closely that expected from the present analysis. Specifically, the fraction of the monoclinic phase determined by Raman spectroscopy appears to decrease from the crack tip, in a manncr which is consistent with the 1/r relationship, to an outer zone height of h , = 0.9 mm (see Fig. 4 
(b) of Marshall et ~1 .~) .
Very near the crack tip, the amount of transformation becomes saturated, over a height of h , = 0.07 mm (estimated from the same figure) . The saturation fraction of the monoclinic phase is about 25%, giving an estimated saturation strain of E: = 0.01. Since Marshall et al. ' did not report the data on the yield stress and pressure sensitivity for their material, we take p to be 1 d and n to be 10 as an estimate representative of Mg-PSZ to obtain a tentative assessment of the toughness. Using G = E/2(1 + v) = 76.9 GPa, yf --~i / p = 0.0173, and h , / h , = 13, we estimate from Eq. (24) that GY?/T, = 10.3, or o, = 9.3. Thus, this material is also in the strong transformation limit. From these values and Eq. (16), T , is estimated to be 143 MPa. Using Eq. (26), we obtain AJ = 1.12 x MPa'm. This c o m p a r e s w i t h K , , , = 4 M P a -m " 2 , o r J , , , = 7.28 x MPa . m, and represents a 15-fold increase of fracture energy. The estimated toughness is K = 16.2 MPa. m"', in good agreement with the reported value for the material. Further confirmation of the above estimation awaits experimental determination of the yield stress and the pressure sensitivity.
MPa.m. This compares with J,,, = 7.28 X
VI. Discussion
(1) Crack-Growth Problem
The usc of the HRR ficld of a stationary crack tip for approximate toughness analysis for a growing crack is motivated by mathematical expedience. Evans and co-workers" have used essentially the same method to model toughening in rubbcr-toughened polymers. More recently, Argonz4 has performed a similar analysis for evaluating the toughness contribution due to shear yielding in brittle thermosets. In doing so, however, uncertainties are introduced to model predictions which are difficult to assess a priori. Therefore, the objective of the present effort is less to make definitive claims but more to assess the qualitative trend of various contributions to toughness enhancement under limiting cases. We have been encouraged to do so because the results we obtained have an cxccptionally simple form, and, more importantly, in cases where comparisons with rigorous analyses can be made, the agreement is quite good. The comparisons with experimental results of the strong transformation type are also encouraging. In the following paragraphs we make several further observations to explore the implications of these approximations.
Note that, although the present analysis utilizes the H R R field, which is based on the concept of J-integral," the latter cannot lead to any toughness incremcnt, as already discussed by Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos.s (A1 = 0 in Eq. (21) if the J-intcgral is path independent.) The toughness incremcnt is due to the wake effect, and the HRR field is merely used to makc an approximate evaluation of this effect through thc integration of dissipation energy U ( y ) .
The stress-strain fields of a growing crack in dilatational, subcritically transforming materials are known from the finite-element calculations of Budiansky et al.' When the transformation stress is a constant (equal to mo), they have graphically illustrated these fields for the nonhardening case, n = m . In the region between h , and h,, the strain varies almost inversely with r from a maximum of F,T at h,. (The strain is a constant within hi.) When the strain is normalized by u,/B and the distance by JB/m;, an almost universal straindistance curve, truncated above by the normalized limiting strain (wm), results. These features are all in accord with the expectation for the H R R fields in the nonhardening case. Similar features of strains (i.e., saturation and inverse distance variation) have been observed experimentally by Marshall et ~1 .~ in front of a growing crack, as noted in Section V(3). Therefore, we may tentatively conclude that the HRR field passes for a tolerable solution to the growing-crack problem, at least for dilatational transformation.
For the more general shear-dilatant case, no rigorous growing crack solution is available for comparison and the applicability of the H R R field is uncertain. A further complication for toughness analysis arises because of nonproportional loading around a growing crack, which renders Eq. (18) inexact €or the integration of the hysteresis loop when both shear and dilatational contributions are present. Despite these complexitics, wc expect that the strain ficlds of a growing crack will bear some resemblance to the HRR field. In particular, the product of stress and strain, or the dissipation energy density U ( y ) , will approximately decrease inversely with distance fromy = h , t o y = h,. On this basis, we would expect a similar tendency of a less than linear dependence of the toughness on transformation strain, not unlike the logarithmic form of Eq. (34). Further investigations will be required to verify this cxpcctation.
(2) Constitutive Behavior
There are several features in the constitutive behavior which ar-c ccntral to the present model. First, we have assumed that the fully transformed material returns to the same linear elastic behavior as before. Although this assumption has also becn made by essentially all the other investigators in this ficld, the stress-strain curves shown in Figs. 3 and 4 seem to suggest a reduced modulus after transformation. For such a case, the model can be modified by using the reduced modulus in Eq. (32) for J(,,, as first shown by Budiansky, Hutchinson, and Lambropoulos.s Second, we have assumed a Mohr-Coulomb type of yield for shear-dilatant transformation. However, the available experimental evidence for the above model is from triaxial compression and uniaxial tension tests, and we have n o information whether or not the MohrCoulomb yield surface shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is correct at the point of T = 0. The latter corresponds to hydrostatic tension which actually prevails at the crack tip. (Indeed, the MohrCoulomb yield surface has a corner at this point.) Unfortunately, it seems highly unlikely that the state of near hydrostatic tension can be experimentally realized for the purpose of studying constitutive behavior. Therefore, this issue may remain unresolved for some time and further theoretical studies are required to examine the consequence of it in the context of crack-tip fields and transformation toughening.
Other alternative discussions of the toughening due to a shear component of transformation are next discussed and compared with the present work. In the paper of L a m b r o p o~l o s ,~ several models were treated to assign the shear component of transformation strains of an inclusion.
None of these models, unfortunatcly, proved capablc of predicting the expcrimentally observed yield surface shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for zirconia. Parallel work was also performcd by Seylcr, Lee, and Burns,37 and by Rose,"' both using dislocation mechanics, to cvaluate the stress-shiclding effect due to dilatation and shcar. These mathematically correct methods nevertheless suffer from thcir inability to spccify the transformation strain field at the crack tip from the available data on constitutive behavior. Instead, all of the above authors have choscn to adopt a certain principal dircction for the shear strain which is not generally thc same as the principal direction for the shear stress. In this regard, they are essentially assuming a material behavior which disobeys the normality rulc in the sense of classical plasticity.lb-l8 Since the limited cxpcrimental observations of the constitutive behavior of zirconia are in support of the normality rule, we would argue that these calculations are unrealistic regarding thc shcar behavior.
A rathcr different approach has been proposed by Rose and Swain,?' who assume a cohesive zone model for the crack tip, letting the crack propagate when a critical stress is reached over a certain Icngth. This model has been applied to Ce-TZP." In plane stress, the above model is equivalent to the shear-control yield criterion. However, no justification of the above model in plane strain application has thus been provided. Another ad hoc model assumes a certain shape of transformation zone.33 According to Evans and Cannon," a zone defined by a shear band mode can account for the shear effect even though the transformation strain is only dilatational. Once again, such a model does not satisfy the normality rule.
In the interim, although our model is approximate and strictly applicable only for the idealized material that yields according to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, it does provide a self-consistent estimate of the shear dilatational strain fields and the stress ficld in accordance to the yield criterion. It is hoped that the basic predictions of the model will prove to be cssentially correct, although they must be regarded as tentativc until scrutinized by future investigators.
VII. Conclusions
(1) An approximate method, using Hutchinson-RiceRosengren (HRR) asymptotic crack-tip stress-strain fields of a stationary crack to evaluate toughness increments during crack growth, has been applied to modeling transformation toughening.
(2) The increase in steady-state toughening is cstimated to be AJ = (AJ,/w) In (1 + w), whcre AJL, denotes the toughncss increment expected for assuming full transformation throughout the zone, and w is a nondimensional paramcter giving the ratio of transformation strain to yield strain. (3) For dilatational transformation, our results are in good agreement with those of previous investigators using a variety of rigorous methods. It cxtends the earlier result of McMeeking and Evans' which is restricted to weak transformation, w << 1.
Thc transformation strain may include a shear component. In the limit of wcak transformation, the inclusion of shcar transformation is predicted to provide more toughness.
Based on the available data on constitutive behavior, the predicted total toughening for shear-dilatant transformation appears in good agreement with the data compiled by Evans and Cannon." In the limit of strong transformation, a rapidly decreasing toughening efficiency is due to the rapidly decreasing amount of transformation plasticity at an increasing distance from thc crack tip. T h e height of thc inner zone, h , , within which transformation has proceeded to completion (saturation) is csscntially h<,/(l + a), where h , is the outer zone height. A tentative comparison with experimental observations finds (4) ( 5 ) good agreement between the prcdicted and the measured toughncss for Ce-TZP and Mg-PSZ.
APPENDIX
The HRR Solution
Although a rigorous analysis of toughening requires the solution to the growing-crack problem, we will adopt the approximate method of Evans et al. 'I to arrive at an estimate by appealing t o the stationary crack Hutchinson-RiceRosengren (HRR)
The asymptotic stress and strain fields near a stationary crack tip can be written as" cr, (r,O) = CJ J/cr,+,> Zr)l' ("+ "i?,,, (0) ( Similar strcss and strain fields were used by Evans et al." to estimate the toughening contributions of rubber dilatation in the crack tip in polymers. Note that, for large n, corresponding to low strain hardening, the strain field decays from the crack tip in almost a l/r manner. Thus, the existence of a region of partial transformation is a natural consequence of the crack-tip mechanics for a stationary crack. The above stress and strain fields may be used in conjunction with Eqs. (17), (18), or (19) to evaluate U ( y ) in a proportional loading-unloading path near a stationary crack tip. Specifically, we focus a volume element lying along 0 = O* in Fig. 6 between the tip of a stationary crack and the highest edge of the frontal zone. This is chosen because, if the stress and strain fields of a stationary crack were to approximate those of a growing crack well, then the maximum loading would occur when a material clement passes 0 = O*. Intcgration of U using Eqs. (17) and (19) yields a simple form since the stress and strain are related to each other by the power law. In Eq. (A-7), the second factor comes from the exclusion of (nonlinear) elastic loading from dissipation energy; i.e., U = 0 when cm = sll(ye = -yo). For h,, < y, i.e., outside the transformation zone, the integration vanishes. For y < hi, U is a constant: u = [n/(n + l)](cr;E; -U"&,,) u = [ n / ( n + 1)](7,*y,* -707'0) ( A 4 wherc u~( T , * ) is the stress at E , = ~; ( y , = y : ) in the stressstrain curve. Equation (A-8) corresponds to the maximum dissipation illustrated by the shadcd area in Fig. 5. Note that  U varies, within an additive constant (T,,E~(T,,Y,,) , inversely with the radial distance from the crack tip, if the HRR singularity solutions are used to evaluate stress and strain.
The following relations for the zone height also follow from the strain expressions, Eqs. 
